
Issues and Programs Lists Q1 2020
WKGN broadcast the following local programs each weekday:  3&OUT with Nate 
Hodges and Houston Kress 7-10 a.m., The Blitz 10 a.m.-12 p.m., Talk Sports with 
Jon Reed and Cody McClure 12-3 p.m., The Drive with Russell Smith 3-6 p.m. and 
Overtime 6-8 p.m. Each of these shows focus is the local sports community and 
social commentary on sports issues effecting the local community.

Overtime 6-8 p.m. on 1-7-20 for one segment- The Overtime hosts discuss Regal 
Cinemas switching from Coke to Pepsi in all their theaters across the country. 
Regal has corporate offices locally in Knoxville, TN. The offices were recently 
completely relocated on the river downtown. Switching from Coke to Pepsi had 
some diehard Coke drinkers very upset, even disgusted.

3&OUT 7-10 a.m. on 1-9-20 for multiple segments- The 3&OUT hosts discuss local 
high school football star Cade Mays transferring from the University of Georgia 
back to Knoxville at the University of Tennessee. The story was particularly 
interesting because Cade Mays father is suing Georgia for an incident where a 
portion of his pinky was severed during a recruiting visit. Cade Mays still signed 
and played at Georgia. But then had a change of heart after this past season. 
Cade’s younger brother Cooper is also headed to play football at the University of 
Tennessee this upcoming season as a freshman.

3&OUT 7-10 a.m. on 1-23-20 for one segment- The 3&OUT hosts discuss the 
Coronavirus outbreak.

The Drive 3-6 p.m. on 1-27-20 for one segment- The Drive hosts discuss how the 
Coronavirus is growing in numbers.



3&OUT 7-10 a.m. on 2-10-20 for one segment- The 3&OUT hosts discuss the news 
that two University of Tennessee football coaches are leaving the program to take 
jobs at the University of South Carolina. Coaches Rocker and Hughes are making 
the move. Tennessee football coaches are state employees and the make up of 
the coaching roster is always of local interest in Knoxville, TN.

Talk Sports 12-3 p.m. on 2-19-20 for one segment- The Talk Sports hosts discuss a 
new transfer policy for college sports athletes. This new policy would allow any 
player to have a one-time transfer to another school without having to sit out a 
year or lose eligibility. The latest is that the ACC and Big 10 conferences both 
support the new transfer rule. The hosts on Talk Sports give their commentary 
and opinions on the topic.

The Blitz 10-12 on 3-4-20 for one segment- The Blitz hosts provide an update on 
the Coronavirus news and numbers.

3&OUT 7-10 a.m. on 3-13-20 for multiple segments- The 3&OUT hosts discuss 
what the sports world will look like without sports due to the Coronavirus 
outbreak. 

The Blitz 10-12 on 3-27-20 for one segment- With the Coronavirus pushing all 
University of Tennessee classes online, The Blitz hosts talk about how Peyton 
Manning dropped into a virtual class to provide a bit of a boost to the students.

3&OUT 7-10 a.m. throughout March for one segment- Each day 3&OUT provides 
a Coronavirus update.


